Introduction
Input shaping is a command generation scheme that reduces vibration of flexible systems. Input shaping is implemented by convolving a sequence of impulses, called the input shaper, with any system command. The convolved signal is then used as the reference command. Figure 1a demonstrates the process with an unshaped step input and an input shaper that consists of two positive impulses. The resulting shaped input is a two-step staircase command. The shaping process increases the command rise time by the duration of the shaper, ⌬. This paper presents new input shapers that allow the designer to trade off rise time against robustness to modeling errors, actuator effort, and excitation of unmodeled high modes.
Input shaping schemes first appeared in the 1950s ͓1͔. Unfortunately, the methods were sensitive to modeling errors; small errors caused significant residual vibration. Input shaping became useful for many real systems when a robust method was developed ͓2͔. Methods for further increasing the robustness have since been presented ͓3͔. Given its robustness, input shaping has been implemented on a variety of systems including robotic manipulators ͓4,5͔, cranes ͓6,7͔, and wafer steppers ͓8͔.
Previously Developed Input Shapers and Their Effects on Nth Order Systems
The amplitudes and time locations of the impulses in an input shaper are determined by satisfying constraint equations. Most constraints can be categorized as residual vibration constraints, robustness constraints, constraints on the impulse amplitudes, or time optimality requirements.
The constraint on residual vibration amplitude can be conveniently expressed as the ratio of residual vibration amplitude with input shaping to that without input shaping. For a mode of natural frequency, , and damping ratio, , this percentage residual vibration is given by ͓2͔:
where,
A i and t i are the amplitudes and time locations of the ith impulse, and n is the number of impulses in the input shaper. If V is set equal to zero at the modeling parameters, ( m , m ) and the input shaper is required to satisfy ͑1͒, then the result is called a Zero Vibration ͑ZV͒ shaper.
To ensure that the shaped command produces the same rigidbody motion as the unshaped command, the impulse amplitudes must sum to one:
The reason for this constraint is seen in Fig. 1 . If the impulses do not sum to one, then the shaped command will not reach the same final value as the unshaped command.
In practice, ZV shapers can be very sensitive to modeling errors. To demonstrate this effect, the amplitude of residual vibration can be plotted as a function of the modeling error. Figure 2 shows such a sensitivity curve for the ZV shaper. The vertical axis is the percentage vibration given by ͑1͒, while the horizontal axis is the normalized frequency formed by dividing the actual frequency of the system, a , by the modeling frequency, m . Note that the residual vibration increases rapidly with modeling error.
In order to increase robustness, the shaper must satisfy additional constraints. One such constraint takes the derivative of the residual vibration equation, ͑1͒, with respect to frequency, and sets it equal to zero ͓2͔. That is:
When ͑1͒, ͑4͒, and ͑5͒ are satisfied with Vϭ0, the result is a Zero Vibration and Derivative ͑ZVD͒ shaper ͓2͔. Figure 2 shows the ZVD shaper is significantly more robust than the ZV shaper. The trade-off is that the ZVD shaper has a longer duration and, consequently, degrades rise time. Other types of robustness constraints have been proposed ͓3͔; however, we will limit our discussion here to ZV and ZVD input shapers.
Due to the transcendental nature of ͑1͒ and ͑5͒, there will be multiple solutions. To obtain the fastest rise time, the shaper duration must be made as short as possible therefore it must satisfy a minimum time constraint. It is necessary to place a limit on the magnitude of the impulses as minimizing the time duration will drive the impulse amplitudes to positive and negative infinity. The next subsections discuss previously proposed magnitude constraints. The remainder of the paper is then devoted to a new type of magnitude constraint that produces input shapers that span the performance gap between the previously proposed shapers.
Positive Input Shapers.
One way to avoid the problem of large amplitude impulses is to require all of the impulses to have positive values ͓9͔. If the amplitudes are all positive, then each individual impulse must be less than one so that ͑4͒ can be satisfied. The positive ZV ͓1,2͔ and ZVD ͓2͔ shapers have been derived in the literature previously. The duration of the ZV shaper is equal to one-half period of the damped vibration. The ZV shaper is shown schematically in Fig. 1a .
The ZVD shaper contains three impulses and the duration of the ZVD shaper is twice the duration of the ZV shaper ͑one full period of the vibration͒. Any shaped command will have its rise time increased by the duration of the shaper; therefore, the ZVD shaper increases the rise time more than the ZV shaper. This increased rise time is the cost of the increased robustness to modeling errors.
Effects of Positive Shapers on Nth-Order Systems.
Although input shapers containing positive impulses eliminate the vibration at the frequencies they are designed to suppress, the question arises as to what their effect is on a complicated system with unmodeled modes. To address this question, consider an nthorder system whose transfer function is G(s). Suppose its unitmagnitude impulse response is given by c(t), tу0. Assume that the maximum of c(t) for all tу0 exists at a unique finite time, T p у0. Denote this maximum by:
Now consider the system subjected to a sequence of impulses:
and,
The response of the system is given by superposition as:
where h(tϪT i ) is the Heavyside step function.
Theorem 1: Assume there is a time T у0 such that c(T )у0. The maximum of the response to the impulse sequence, ĉ (t), is less than the maximum of the unit-magnitude impulse responses:
We first note that, under the assumption of the theorem:
This is because:
A i c͑tϪT i ͒h͑ tϪT i ͒ϭ0 for all tрT i . Next, by the property of the translation functions and since A i у0:
This occurs when tϭT p ϩT i . This leads to:
where the equality occurs as: But, this never happens because:
Therefore we conclude that
and the theorem is proved.
The main result of the theorem that concerns input shaping is that a shaper containing all positive impulses cannot increase the vibration of an nth-order system over what would exist without input shaping, even if there are modes that are completely ignored or unknown during the shaper design.
Unity-Magnitude "UM… Shapers.
In an effort to improve rise time, the shaper duration can be shortened by allowing negative impulse amplitudes. The occurrence of negative impulses can occur during the process of designing shapers in the z-domain ͓10͔. One method that allows negative impulses to be used in a systematic way requires the impulse amplitudes to switch between 1 and Ϫ1 ͓11͔:
These unity-magnitude ͑UM͒ shapers are useful because they can be used with a wide variety of unshaped inputs without causing actuator saturation. Figure 1c shows a step input shaped with a UM ZV shaper. The duration of the UM ZV shaper is only one-third of the vibration period, as compared to one-half period for the positive ZV shaper. The time savings provided by using the negative impulse is not without penalty. Shapers containing negative impulses have a tendency to excite unmodeled high modes ͓11͔. They also require larger swings in the actuator effort because the change in command at each new impulse is much larger. To see this, compare the shaped inputs shown in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑c͒.
To demonstrate the effect of high-mode excitation, the sensitivity curve for a shaper can be plotted over a range of high frequencies. The value of the curve at any high frequency indicates the degree to which the high frequency will be excited. Figure 3 compares the sensitivity curves for the positive ZV and UM ZV shapers for frequencies up to ten times the modeling frequency. Note that the curve for the positive ZV shaper never exceeds 100%. This indicates that the shaper will never cause high frequencies to be excited more than they are without input shaping, and demonstrates the key result of Theorem 1. On the other hand, the sensitivity curve for the UM ZV shaper reaches a maximum value of 300% at frequencies 3 and 9 times greater than the modeling frequency. This means that if the system happens to have unmodeled modes at these frequencies, then they will be excited to 3 times their level without input shaping.
Specified-Negative-Amplitude Input Shapers
The larger the magnitude of the negative impulses, the shorter the shaper duration. However, the shaper induces more high-mode excitation. Given the tradeoffs that occur with negative impulses, it is desirable to develop an input shaper whose negative amplitudes can be set to any value. By specifying the negative impulse amplitudes, the designer can set the performance tradeoffs. The goal is to develop a shaper that spans the performance gap between positive shapers and UM shapers. Such a shaper is shown schematically in Fig. 1b . The duration is shorter than the positive ZV shaper, but longer than a UM ZV shaper.
The key feature of the proposed specified-negative-amplitude ͑SNA͒ shapers is that the amplitude of the negative impulses can be set to any negative value, b. The SNA ZV shaper can be determined in closed form if we assume an undamped system using the amplitude summation constraint, the zero vibration constraint, and a trigonometric identity. The resulting undamped SNA ZV shaper is given by:
The SNA ZVD input shaper must satisfy the additional constraint of ͑5͒. Therefore, it must contain five impulses. In addition to specifying the amplitude of the negative impulses ͑the second and fourth impulses͒, the amplitude of the middle impulse, c, must also be specified. The ZVD shaper cannot be solved in closed form, so a numerical optimization is performed to minimize the shaper duration. This is a relatively easy optimization and the shapers shown in this paper were generated using the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox.
3.1 Effects of SNA Shapers on nth-Order Systems. In Section 2.2 it was shown that shapers containing all positive impulses cannot increase vibration, even when there are unmodeled modes. The result for shapers containing negative impulses is not the same, as was demonstrated in Fig. 3 . This section determines the worst case scenario.
As in Sec. 2.2, consider an nth order system whose transfer function is G(s), and the response to an impulse response is given by c(t), tу0. The maximum of c(t) for all tу0 exists at a finite time, T p у0. The maximum is the same as in Sec. 2.2, however, in this case A i can be negative, but the sum of the magnitudes is limited by:
where the Heavyside step function is:
Assume there is a time T у0 such that ĉ (T )у0. The maximum of the response to the sequence of impulses, is less than the maximum of the unit-magnitude impulse response multiplied by the sum of the absolute values of the amplitudes: Transactions of the ASME
Proof:
The proof for Theorem 2 follows the same logic as the proof for Theorem 1. However for Theorem 2, the sum of the maximum amplitudes must equal the absolute values of each amplitude as seem below.
SNA Shaper Properties.
At this point it is of interest to examine the shaper properties as a function of the amplitude of the negative impulse ͑and the middle impulse for the ZVD shaper͒. It can be seen from ͑7͒ that as b becomes more negative the duration of the SNA ZV shaper decreases. When the negative impulse is nonexistent ͑bϭ0͒, then the shaper is the same as the positive ZV shaper. When bϭϪ1, then the shaper is equivalent to the UM ZV shaper. Figure 4 shows the duration of the SNA ZV shaper over a range of damping ratios. As the magnitude of the negative impulse increases, the shaper duration decreases significantly. By using a shaper with a negative amplitude of Ϫ1.0 the shaper duration is reduced by approximately 30%. Although this time savings is significant, it may not be justified if there are significant unmodeled high modes. These trade-offs are examined in the following paragraphs.
Although Theorem 2 provides an upper bound on the vibration induced into any unmodeled modes, it is of interest to know how close to the upper bound a typical system will be. One way to characterize the effect on high modes is to determine the average value of the sensitivity curve over a range of high frequencies. High-mode excitation ͑HME͒ will refer to the average value of the sensitivity curve from 2 to 10 times the modeling frequency. Figure 5 shows the HME as a function of the negative amplitude b. As b gets more negative, the HME increases as expected. Note, however, that these average values lie well below the upper bound provided by Theorem 2. Figure 6 shows the duration of the SNA ZVD shaper as a function of the magnitude of the negative impulses and the middle impulse for an undamped system. The ZVD shaper duration is minimized by some finite value of the middle impulse ͑assuming a given value for the negative impulse͒. For a given value of b, the value of c that minimizes the shaper duration is:
Note that the middle impulse cannot be smaller than 0.5. When the middle amplitude exactly equals 0.5, the shaper duration is equal to one period and the shaper is equivalent to the positive ZVD shaper. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 7 where the impulse time locations are plotted as a function of the middle impulse when bϭϪ1. Also noted on the figure is the case when the shaper is equivalent to the UM ZVD shaper ͓11͔. Figure 8 shows the high-mode excitation for the SNA ZVD shapers. As the middle amplitudes increase, the HME tends to increase. However, it is clear there are some minima that would be prudent choices when selecting the middle amplitudes. For example, if a designer determines that a shaper duration of 0.75 is acceptable and then chooses bϭϪ1.0, this would lead to a value of 1.788 for c and a value of 2.32 for the HME excitation. By examining Figs. 7 and 8 the engineer could intelligently refine the design by slightly reducing c, say to 1.68. This would decrease the shaper duration by 1.7% and also decrease the HME by 14.5%.
Experimental Results
It is possible that the best shaper for a given system does not always correspond to either a UM shaper or a positive shaper. By utilizing SNA shapers, better overall results can be obtained. This is especially true when the system has higher modes that can be easily excited by using a UM shaper. It is possible for the SNA shaper to have a much faster rise time than the positive shaper and yet not significantly excite the unmodeled high modes. To experimentally verify the key results in this paper, tests were conducted on a large robot arm used to move a suspended payload as seen in Fig. 9 ͓12͔. While the endpoint of the robot arm was moved in the horizontal direction, the position of the payload was captured using a video camera. The UM ZV, SNA ZV ͑bϭϪ0.5͒, and Positive ZV shapers were used to modify the commands used to drive the robot. The shapers were designed for the hanging pendulum's frequency of 0.357 Hz, and the amplitudes and time locations for the shapers are: 
The vibration modes of the robotic arm ͑the dominant robot mode is at approximately 1.8 Hz͒ were not taken into account when designing the shapers. In this case, the unmodeled high frequency is approximately 5 times the pendulum frequency. The position of the payload for the three cases is shown in Fig. 10 . All three shapers eliminate most of the residual vibration of the pendulum mode. In the unshaped case, the pendulum oscillation amplitude would be off the scale ͑22 in͒.
The ZV shaper does not excite the higher frequencies of the robotic arm and moves the hanging pendulum with a minimal amount of residual vibration. On the other hand, the UM ZV excites the higher modes of the robot. However, it does produce the fastest rise time. The payload of the robot reaches the desired location much faster with the SNA ZV shaper than with the positive ZV shaper, and the robot modes are not excited. These results confirm that the flexibility of the SNA shaper provides a means for achieving excellent performance that is not possible with either the positive ZV of UM ZV shapers.
Conclusions
A new type of input shaper has been developed to allow the designer to specify the magnitude of the negative impulses. These shapers allow the designer to set the tradeoffs between rise time, robustness, and high-mode excitation. The shapers presented here provide a wide range of possible performance levels. A proof has been given that shows that positive input shapers cannot increase vibration even when there are unknown modes. This proof was extended to obtain an upper bound on the amount of vibration that can occur from the new type of negative input shaper. Both simulations and hardware experiments demonstrated the usefulness of the new input shapers. 
